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1. Introduction
In this paper A, B, H denote real matrices of dimensions n x n, n x m,
r x n, respectively.
Consider the continuous control system
i(t)=Ax(t)+Bu(t), y(t)=Hx(t),
for t E Tc : = (0, (0). The functions u, x, yare defined on Tc and have
values in R», n», Rr, respectively. The function u is called a control or
input variable and it is called admissible if it is integrable on each finite
interval. The set of admissible controls is denoted by Qc.
Consider also the discrete control system
(2a): x(t+ 1)=Ax(t) +Bu(t), y(t) = Hx(t),
for t ETa: = {O, 1,2, ... }. Here the functions u, x, yare defined on T a and
are vector valued of the same dimensions as in the continuous case. The
set of admissible controls (or input variables) is denoted by Qa and consists
of all sequences u={u(O), u(I), ... }.
In order to avoid duplication we make the following convention: If a
definition or a theorem is understood to apply for both the continuous
and the discrete case, we replace the indices c or d by an asterisk.
The function x is called the state variable and y the output variable.
For every u E Q*, a E s» the solution of (2*) corresponding to u with
initial value x(O)=a is denoted by Xu(t, a).
Definition 1. The system (2*) is called controllable if for every
a, b e R», there exists u E Q*, t E T * such that xu(t, a) =b. The pair (A, B)
is called controllable if the n x nm-matrix [B, AB, ... , An-IB] has rank n.
An eigenvalue A of A is called (A, B)-controllable (or shorter controllable
if there is no danger of confusion) if rank [A-AI, B]=n. Equivalently:
Ais controllable if there does not exist a row vector 1] oF °such that 1]A= 1.1],
1]B=O.
Now we have the following result:
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Theorem 1. The following facts are equivalent:
i) (2*) is controllable,
ii) (A, B) is controllable,
iii) Every eigenvalue of A is controllable.
The equivalence of i) and ii) is well known ([4] p. 81, [2] p. 170). In [1]
it is shown that ii) and iii) are equivalent.
Defini tion 2. (2*) is called null-controllable if for every a E R» there
exists u E Q*, t E T * such that xu(t, a) = O. (2*) is called asymptotically
controllable, if for every a E Rn there exists u E Q* such that xu(t, a) --+ 0
(t--+=).
It is known that (2c) is null-controllable if and only if it is controllable
([4] p. 84, [3] p. 40). On the other hand it is possible that (2d ) is null-
controllable without being controllable. (For instance, if A is nilpotent
(that is, Ak=O for some k) and B=O.) Also it is possible that (2*) is
asymptotically controllable without being controllable. (For example,
if A is stable (see Def. 3) and B = 0.) Conditions for null-controllability
of (2d ) and asymptotic controllability of (2*) will be given in section 3.
Definition 3. The set of eigenvalues of A is called the spectrum
of A and is denoted by a(A). The characteristic polynomial of A is denoted
by XA and is defined by XA(Z):= det (zI - A). An eigenvalue A of A is
called (c)-stable if Re A< 0, and (d)-stable if IAI < 1. Eigenvalues of A which
are not (*)-stable are called (*)-unstable. The matrix A is called (*)-stable
if all eigenvalues of A are (*)-stable.
It is well known that, if U= 0, the system (2*) is asymptotically stable
(that is, x(t) --+ 0 (t --+ oo] for all solutions of (2*)) if and only if A is
(*)-stable.
De finit ion 4. The system (2*) is called stabilizable if there exists
an m x n-matrix D such that A +BD is (* )-stable.
Stabilizability is of importance for the synthesis of feedback controls.
A control is called a feedback if it is described as a function of the state
variable x, that is, u = g(x). If a system is stabilizable, there exists a linear
feedback u=Dx, which reduces (2*) to a linear, autonomous, homo-
geneous, asymptotically stable system.
If a system is controllable, it is stabilizable. In fact, we have the much
stronger result;
Theorem 2. (A, B) is controllable if and only if for every real poly-
nomial p(z) of degree n with coefficient of zn equal to unity, there exists
a real m x n-matrix D such that p = XA+BD. This statement is still true if
the word real is omitted wherever it occurs.
For the case m = 1 this result is well known and easily proved by
transforming the pair (A, B) into (A, B), where .A is a companion matrix
and B= (0, ... ,0, 1)' (here the prime denotes transposition) (see [3] p. 49,
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[4] p. 97). Theorem 2 is proved in [7] by means of a generalized companion
matrix. In section 2 we will give a different proof, which depends on a
combinatorial theorem of RADO ([6], [5] p. 537).
It is very well possible that (2*) is stabilizable without being con-
trollable (for example, if A is (*)-stable and B = 0). A necessary and
sufficient condition for the stabilizability of (2*) will be given in section 3.
It is based on the following general result (proved in section 2):
Theorem 3. If S is a nonempty set of complex numbers, then there
exists a matrix D with a(A +BD) C S if and only if every II. E a(A)\S is
controllable. IfS n S =/- 0 (where S: = {sis E S}), then D can be chosen real.
In section 4 we will turn our attention to the observation of systems.
De fi nit ion 5. The system (2*) is called observable if for all U E D*
we have: Hxu(t, a) = Hxu(t, b) (t E T*) implies a=b (and hence xu(t, a)=
=xu(t, b) (t E T*)). The system is called asymptotically observable if
Hxu(t,a)=Hxu(t,b) (tET*) implies xu(t,a)-xu(t,b)----'J> 0 (t----'J>oo). The
pair (A, H) is called observable if (A', H') is controllable. An eigenvalue
II. of A is called (A, H)-observable (or observable) if it is (A', H')-controllable,
hence if there exists no column vector c=/-O with Ac=lI.c, Hc=O.
It is well known that (2*) is observable if and only if (A, H) is observable
([2] p. 170, [4] p. 111-112). It follows from Theorem 1 that (A, H) IS
observable if and only if every eigenvalue of A is observable.
Definition 6. An asymptotic state estimator for (2c) is a system
(with u; y as input and x as output), of the form
z=Pz+Qy+Ru, x=Kz,
where z, y, u, x are vector-valued functions of dimensions ii, r, m, nand
where P, Q, R, K are matrices of corresponding dimensions, such that
for every U E Dc and every a ERn, bERn, we have
xu(t, a)-Kzu,y(t, b) ----'J> ° (t ----'J> 00),
where y(t) = Hxu(t, a). An asymptotic state estimator for (2a) is defined
similarly.
We will give necessary and sufficient conditions for the asymptotic
observability and the existence of an asymptotic state estimator in
section 4.
Sometimes it is desirable to stabilize (2*) by a feedback which depends
on the output y (instead of on the state x). In general this cannot be done
by means of a feedback of the form u=Dy. (For instance, if A = (~ ~),
B = G)' H = (1, 0), then the system (2c) is controllable and observable,
but A +BDH has a (c)-unstable eigenvalue for every 1 x I-matrix D.)
Therefore, we need a different kind of stabilization:
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Definition 7. The system (.Pc) is called indirectly (output-)stabilizable
if there exists a system (Yc) (with input y and output u) of the form:
(Yc) : z=Pz+Qy, u=Dz
such that the composite system (.Pc), (Yc) :
x=Ax+BDz
z=Pz+QHx
is asymptotically stable. A similar definition applies to (.Pd)'
Remark. Contrary to (Y*) a stabilization of the form u =Dy IS
sometimes called a direct stabilization.
In section 4 we will give necessary and sufficient conditions for the
indirect stabilizability of (2*).
In section 5 we will give an application to sampled systems.
2. Spectrum assignment
In this section we will prove Theorems 2 and 3. First, we make the
following observation:
Lemma 1. If A E a(A) is not (A, B)-controllable, then A E a(A +-BD)
for every m x n-matrix D.
In fact, in that case there exists a row vector 'fJ # °with 'riA = Arj, rIB = 0,
and hence 'fJ(A +BD) =A'fJ for every D.
Proof of Theorem 2. The sufficiency is a direct consequence of
Lemma 1 and Theorem 1. The proof of the necessity consists in reducing
the general problem to the special case m = 1. The theorem of Rado referred
to in the introduction is the following one:
Theorem (Rado). If.E= {Sl, , Sn} is a collection of subsets of a
vector space V such that for lc = 1, , n the union of each k-tuple of
sets in .E contains at least k independent vectors, then there exists a set
of independent vectors {Xl, ... , Xn} in V such that Xk E Sk (k= 1, ''', n).
For a proof see [6].
We need some further lemmas:
Lemma 2. If (A, B) is controllable and Pk:=[B, AB, ... , Ak-IB]
(k= 1, ... , n), then rank Pk>k (k= 1, ... , n).
Proof. The inequality is obvious for k= 1. If for some k » 1 we have
rank Pk<k, there exists v-c.lc with rank PI' = rank PI'+!' (Note that rank
Pi depends increasingly on i.) This means that the columns of AvB are
linear combinations of the columns of P; But then the columns of AV+IB
are linear combinations of the columns of API' and hence of the columns
of PI'+!' Therefore we have rank P v+2=rank PI'+!' By induction it follows
that rank P n = rank PI' <; rank P k< k <; n, which contradicts the controlla-
bility of (A, B).
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Lemma 3. Let (A, B) be controllable and let M = {,ul, ... , ,uk} denote
a set of k distinct numbers, with l,,;;k,,;;n and M n a(A)=0. Then, if
Q:= [(A - ,u1l)-IB, ... , (A - ,ukl)-IB] , we have rank Q:> k.
Pro of. Let <p(z): = (z - ,ul) ... (z - ,uk) and <Pv(z): = <p(z)j(z - ,uv) (v= I, ... ,
... , k). Then <p(A) is nonsingular and hence rank Q=rank Ip(A)Q=rank
[lpl(A)B, ... , Ipk(A)B]. The polynomials Ipv have degree k-I and are
k
linearly independent. Therefore, we may write zP= ! iXvP<Pv(Z) (p= I, ... , k),
k v~l
and hence ApB= ! iXvplpv(A)B (p= I, ... , k). This implies that rank Pi «;
v=l
,,;;rank [lpl(A)B, ... , Ipk(A)B], and the result follows from Lemma 2.
Lemma 4. If (A, B) is controllable and A={AI, ... , An} denotes a set
of n distinct real numbers such that A n a(A) = 0, there exists a real
m x n-matrix D such that A=a(A +BD).
Proof. Let Sp: = {(A -ApI)-IBulu E Rm} (p = I, ... , n). It follows from
Lemma 3 that each k-tuple of Sp's contains at least k independent vectors.
It follows from Rado's theorem that there exists a basis {Xl, ... , xn } of
Rn such that Xp is of the form Xp = (A -Apl)-IBupwith Up E Rm (p = 1, ... , n).
Now we define D by Dxp= -Up (p= I, ... , n). Then we have (A -ApI)xp=
= -BDxp, and hence (A +BD)xp=ApXp (p= I, ... , n). This completes the
proof of Lemma 4.
We are now in a position to prove the necessity part of Theorem 2.
Suppose that (A, B) is controllable. First we choose a set A which satisfies
the conditions of Lemma 4. Let D I denote a matrix with a(A +BDI) = A.
It is easily seen from Theorem I, iii) that (A +BDI, B) is also controllable
(see also [I] example I). Since there corresponds one independent eigen-
vector to each AE a(A +BDI), it follows from [I] theorem 2, that there
exists c e R» such that (A +BDI, Be) is controllable. Sinoefor m= 1 the
theorem is known we can find a row vector d such that p = XA+BD1+BCd.
Hence D: = D I +cd is the required matrix.
Proof of Theorem 3. Suppose that each AE a(A)\S is controllable.
A transformation of state space x= Tx transforms (A, B) into (A, B): =
= (T-IAT, T-IB) and it is easily seen that (A, B)-controllable eigenvalues
are also (A, B)-controllable. By the canonical decomposition theorem
([4] p. 99) we can choose T such that we have the following block-partitions:
where All is a p x p-matrix and B a p x m-matrix, such that (All, B I) is
controllable. We have a(A)=a(A)=a(All) U a(A 22 ) . If AE a(A22 ) , then A
is not (A, B)-controllable and hence AE S. Therefore we have a(A 22 ) C S.
Furthermore, since (All, B I) is controllable, it follows from Theorem 2
that there exists D I with a(All +BIDI) C S. If S n S =f- 0, then D I can be
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chosen real. With D:=[D1,0] we have a(A+BD)=a(An+B1D1) U
U a(A 22 ) C S. Finally, withD= DT-l we obtain a(A +BD) =a(A +BD) C S.
The necessity part of the theorem is an easy consequence of Lemma 1.
3. Controllability and direct stabilizability
We have the following result:
Theorem 4. The following statements are equivalent:
i) (2*) is asymptotically controllable.
ii) Every (* )-unstable eigenvalue of A is controllable.
iii) (2*) is stabilizable.
Proof. Suppose that (2*) = (2c).
i) =* ii): If for some A E a(A) with Re A;> 0 there exists a row vector
'fj=/=O with 'fjA=A'fj, 'fjB=O and if rja=/=O, then we have (d/dt)(YJxu(t, a))=
= A'fjXu(t, a). Hence, 'fjxu(t, a) = eAt'fja -1--+ 0 (t -)0- oo] for every U E Qc. There-
fore, (2c) is not asymptotically controllable.
ii) =* iii): This is an immediate consequence of Theorem 3.
iii) =* i): Let D stabilize (2c) and let the solution of x= (A +BD)x
with x(O)= a be denoted by ~(t, a). Then, with u(t): = D~(t, a) we have
xu(t, a)=~(t, a) (t>O), and hence xu(t, a) -)0- 0 (t -)0- oo}.
Similar reasoning applies to (2*) = (2d).
Remark. It follows from this theorem in particular, that a system
which can be stabilized by an arbitrary feedback u=g(x), can also be
stabilized by a linear feedback u = Dx.
Theorem 5. The following propositions are equivalent:
i) (2d ) is null-controllable.
ii) Every nonzero eigenvalue of A is controllable.
iii) There exists a null-control of (2d) in the form of a linear feed-back.
The proof is analogous to the one of Theorem 4. Note that iii) is equivalent
to "There exists D sueh that a(A+BD)={O}".
4. Observability and indirect stabilizability
Theorem 6. The following propositions are equivalent:
i) There exists an asymptotic state estimator for (2"*).
ii) The system (2*) is asymptotically observable.
iii) Every (*)-unstable eigenvalue of A is observable.
Proof for the case (2*) = (2c) :
i) =* ii): Let (t'c) be an asymptotic state estimator for (2c) and suppose
that Hxu(t, a) = Hxu(t, b) (t;>O). Then we have xu(t, a)-Kzu,y(t, 0) -)0- 0,
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and xu(t, b)-Kzu,y(t, 0) ~ 0, where y(t) = Hxu(t, a) = Hxu(t, b). Hence,
xu(t, a)-xu(t, b) ~ 0 (t ~ oo].
ii) =-iii): If (oPe) is asymptotically observable and if for some A E a(A)
there exists c* 0 with AC=AC, Hc-« 0, then we have (djdt)xo(t, c) =Axo(t, c),
and hence xo(t, c) = etAc= etAc. Here xo(t, c) is the solution of (oPe) corre-
sponding to the control u= O. It follows that we have Hxo(t, c) = Hxo(t, 0) = 0
(t:>O). Hence, xo(t, c)-xo(t, O)=etAc~ 0 (t ~ oo). Therefore we have
Re A<O.
iii) c=;>- i): Suppose that every (c)-unstable eigenvalue is observable. By
Theorem 3 there exists a matrix L such that A +LH is (cj-stable. It follows
that, if n=n, P=A +LH, Q= -L, R=B, K =1 in (6"e), and if we define
v: =x-x, then we have v= (A +LH) v, and hence x(t) -x(t) ~ O.
Asymptotic state estimators of the type given in the proof of iii) =- i),
are discussed in [3] p. 55-57.
Theorem 7. The system (oP*) is indirectly output-stabilizable if and
only if every (* )-unstable eigenvalue is controllable and observable.
Proof for the case (oP*) = (oPe):
Suppose that (oPe) is indirectly stabilizable by the system (9'e). Consider
the matrix
- [A BDJA:= QH P .
If A E a(A) is (c)-unstable and not controllable, then rjA =Arj, rjB=O for
some rj* O. But then we have 1]A= A17, where 17: = (rj, 0). Hence A E a(A).
A similar argument applies to (c)-unstable eigenvalues which are not
observable.
On the other hand suppose that every (c)-unstable eigenvalue is con-
trollable and observable. According to Theorem 3 there exist matrices D
and L such that A -f-BD and A +LH are (c)-stable. Consider the indirect
feedback:
(9'/) : z=(A+LH+BD) z-LHx, u=Dz.
The coefficient matrix of the composite system (oPe), (9'/) is:
- [A BD J
A:= -LH A+LH+BD .
Using T:= [~ ~J, a short computation yields a(A)=a(T-IAT)=
=a(A+BD) U a(A+LH). Hence A is (c)-stable.
Remark. Note that (9'/) is obtained by applying a direct stabili-
zation to the output of the asymptotic state estimator given in the proof
of Theorem 6, iii) =- i).
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5. Sampling
We say that the system (oPc) is sampled if one allows only controls
which are constant on the intervals (kr:, (k+ l)r) (k=O, 1, ... ), and if from
the output y only the values y(kr:) (k=O, 1, ... ) are assumed to be known.
Here r is some positive number. Therefore, by sampling we obtain the
following discrete system:
x(8+1)=eTAx(O)+y(A) Bu(8), y(8)=Hx(8),
for 8 ETa. Here 8:=t/r, x(8):=x(t), y(O):=y(t), u(O):=u(t), and
y(z): = I i z .u;
o
We will call system (oPc) properly sampled if the condition
A 'i=- f-l (mod 2nir) (A, f-l E a(A))
is satisfied. It is shown in [1] that, if (oPc) is properly sampled, the system
(oPcs) is controllable if and only if (oPc) is controllable, and (oPcs) is observa-
ble if and only if (oPc) is observable. Actually it is proved there that
erA is (erA, B)-controllable if and only if A is (A, B)-controllable, and er).
is (erA, H)-observable if and only if A is (A, H)-observable. From this
observation and from the results of the previous sections it is easily shown
that we have the following result:
Theorem 8. Let (2'c) be properly sampled, then we have:
i) (oPcs) is (state-)stabilizable if and only if (2'c) is (state- )stabilizable.
ii) (oPcs) is indirectly (output-)stabilizable if and only if (oPc) is indirectly
(output-)stabilizable.
Technological Unroersiu],
Eindhoven
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